Resident Retreat
September 26, 2013
Mead Wildlife Reserve
Starting the Day with Dr. Maslin: Yoga & Breathing for Fatigue and Stress Management
Stretches & Breathing: On the Floors & at the Computer
Preparing Skits of ‘A Day In The Life of a Resident’
Lunch Time
Skit Performance Call
Mayhem in the OR
'Really? You Paged Me for That??'
(...And I’m so close to being off call...)
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Things are Not Going Well in the Sim Lab
How Not To Work Up A G.I. Complaint with a Teenager
Hot Potato Patient
Chiefs’ Reflections on Residency
Chiefs’ Reflections on Residency
Marshfield Clinic President Brian Ewert, M.D.

“The Times They Are A-Changin”

• Residents’ Retreat
• September 26, 2013
• Brian Ewert, MD

Presentation on managing change in health care...
“The real aim of the organization is to give better and more efficient service to the public and to do it in a more scientific way... In the course of time we will all be better doctors and will give better service. We will be more efficient. That is all there is to it...”
Winners of the Meet & Greet

The First Years

Sarah Hess, M.D. (PGY-3) and Ryan Woods, M.D. (PGY-1)